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Copy number variations (CNVs) in the human genome contribute significantly to disease. De novo CNV muta-
tions arise via genomic rearrangements, which can occur in ‘trans’, i.e. via interchromosomal events, or in
‘cis’, i.e. via intrachromosomal events. However, what molecular mechanisms occur between chromosomes
versus between or within chromatids has not been systematically investigated. We hypothesized that distinct
CNV mutational mechanisms, based on their intrinsic properties, may occur in a biased intrachromosomal
versus interchromosomal manner. Here, we studied 62 genomic duplications observed in association with
sporadic Potocki–Lupski syndrome (PTLS), in which multiple mutational mechanisms appear to be opera-
tive. Intriguingly, more interchromosomal than intrachromosomal events were identified in recurrent PTLS
duplications mediated by non-allelic homologous recombination, whereas the reciprocal distribution was
found for replicative mechanisms and non-homologous end-joining, likely reflecting the differences in spa-
cial proximity of homologous chromosomes during different mutational processes.

INTRODUCTION

Copy number variations (CNVs), including deletions and
duplications resulting from genomic rearrangements, are a
major type of genetic variation between human individuals
(1). Whereas many CNVs represent benign polymorphisms,
others are associated with human diseases, including chromo-
somal syndromes, genomic disorders, Mendelian traits and
common diseases (1,2).

A fundamental question in genetics and evolution is: What
is the origin of DNA mutations? Furthermore, determining
mutational origins may also facilitate genetic diagnostics of
human diseases. De novo CNV mutations can occur as germ
line events during either mitotic cycle of germ stem cells or
subsequent meiosis, but may also occur post-zygotically in

early stages of embryo development (3,4). Notably, paternally
versus maternally derived mutations may have different con-
tributions to certain diseases due to sex-specific germ cell pro-
cesses, or even convey distinct phenotypes due to imprinting
(5). A greater contribution of paternal mutations than maternal
mutations has been suggested for de novo single nucleotide
variants and CNV mutations at some specific loci in the
human genome (6,7). Besides parental origins, CNVs can
arise in different ways based on the chromosomal rearrange-
ment patterns (8): intrachromatidal (within the same chroma-
tid), interchromatidal (between sister chromatids) and
interchromosomal (between homologous chromosomes)
events. The first two patterns represent intrachromosomal
events. Notably, the variable ratios of interchromosomal
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versus intrachromosomal rearrangements have been identified
across different CNV loci (6,9,10), but the underlying poten-
tial reasons remain obscure.

Various molecular mechanisms have been proposed for
human CNV formation. Three major mechanisms delineated
include non-allelic homologous recombination (NAHR) (8),
non-homologous end-joining (NHEJ) (11) and the replicative
mechanisms (RMs) (12–14). Considering the differences in
intrinsic properties between CNV mutations, we hypothesized
that various mutational mechanisms may differentially display
parental origin biases and/or have a preferential involvement of
interchromosomal versus intrachromosomal CNV mutations.

Since the majority of the CNVs identified in human popula-
tions represent inherited genetic polymorphisms, they do not
directly reflect the process of de novo CNV formation, and
therefore, are not suitable for investigation into CNV origin.
In this study, in order to specifically examine de novo CNV
events, we took advantage of genomic disorders, many of
which present as sporadic conditions manifesting developmen-
tal delays and intellectual disabilities for which families seek
medical consultation (15).

Potocki–Lupski syndrome (PTLS, [MIM 610883]) is asso-
ciated with 17p11.2 duplications (Fig. 1); clinical manifesta-
tions include infantile hypotonia, failure to thrive, mental
retardation, autism, behavioral abnormalities and structural
cardiovascular anomalies (10,16). We utilized PTLS as a
model to study the potential roles of molecular mechanisms
in CNV origins based on the following attributes that provide
experimental advantages: (a) PTLS is a duplication syndrome,
which has extra genomic copies and provides more genetic
and molecular information than deletion syndromes to trace
CNV origins; (b) essentially all PTLS-associated duplications
are de novo mutations and associated with this sporadic trait
and (c) various molecular mechanisms have been revealed

and comprehensively investigated in our previous studies on
PTLS duplications (10,13,17).

In this study, we observed at the PTLS locus that interchro-
mosomal rearrangements predominate in recurrent duplica-
tions mediated by NAHR, whereas intrachromosomal
duplications seem to be preferred by RMs. This significantly
biased distribution of interchromosomal versus intrachromoso-
mal origins is consistent with the spacial proximity of chromo-
some homologs and substrate sequences utilized by different
molecular mechanisms for CNV formation during meiotic
versus mitotic events.

RESULTS

CNV types, mechanisms and origins in 62 PTLS
duplications

The 17p11.2 genomic duplications associated with PTLS were
investigated using two custom-designed comparative genomic
hybridization (CGH) microarrays in this study and our previ-
ous studies (10,13,17–19). One utilized bacterial artificial
chromosome (BAC) clones as interrogating probes (10). The
other employed high-density oligonucleotide probes (13),
which resolved copy number changes as small as � 500 bp
and achieved a higher resolution than the BAC CGH micro-
array. We summarized the duplication information (sizes,
types and breakpoints), investigative methods, inferred muta-
tional mechanisms and CNV origins of a total of 62 duplica-
tions associated with PTLS in Table 1. These duplications
include 46 recurrent and 16 nonrecurrent duplications.
Notably, all nonrecurrent PTLS duplications were assayed
using the high-density oligonucleotide CGH microarray for
fine mapping of breakpoint junctions. In addition, four nonre-
current duplications (subjects 1229, 2695, 2711, and 2965)

Figure 1. PTLS-associated duplication types and the STR markers used for the parent-of-origin study. Schematic representation of 17p11.2 and partial 17p12
(centromere-cen, to the right) with LCRs (not to scale). The red horizontal bars depict the portions of the duplicated genomic intervals. LCR-mediated recurrent
PTLS duplications: CR duplication between SMS-REPs, uncommon recurrent (Type I, UR1) duplications between LCR17pA and LCR17pD, uncommon recur-
rent (Type II, UR2) duplications between two LCRs of 24 kb in length. Nonrecurrent (NR) duplications have variable sizes and locations, some of which can
have complex structures, for example, the triplicated intervals shown by blue bars. Three nonrecurrent duplications are chosen arbitrarily to represent the 16 NR
duplications. The positions of seven STR markers are shown by green arrows.
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Table 1. Summary of 62 PTLS-associated duplications with duplication information, mutational mechanisms, parent-of-origins and rearrangement patterns

Subject Size
(Mb)a

CGH/SNP array Type Breakpoint Reference Mechanism Reference P/M, inter/
intra

Reference

504 3.7 BAC CR Paired LCRs (10) NAHR (10) P, inter (10)
527 10.4 BAC, Oligo SNR One LCR (10,17) NHEJ/RMs (17) M, intra (10)
563 5.6 BAC, Oligo CNR Microhomologies CCTC, CTCCC (10,13) RMs (13) P (10)
621 15.5 BAC, Oligo CNR Microhomologies CC, TTGGT (10,13) RMs (13) M (10)
990 3.7 BAC CR Paired LCRs (10) NAHR (10) P, inter (10)
1006 3.7 BAC CR Paired LCRs (10) NAHR (10) P, intra (10)
1192 3.7 BAC CR Paired LCRs (10) NAHR (10) P. inter (10)
1229 6.4 BAC, Oligo,

Omni-1
CNR Microhomology ACCTTC, one

LCR
(10,13), TS RMs (13) P, intra (10)

1251 3.7 BAC CR Paired LCRs (10) NAHR (10) P, intra (10)
1353 3.7 BAC CR Paired LCRs (10) NAHR (10) M, inter (10)
1364 3.7 BAC CR Paired LCRs (10) NAHR (10) M, intra (10)
1458 7.6 BAC, Oligo CNR One LCR (10,13) RMs (13) M, intra (10)
1579 3.7 BAC CR Paired LCRs (10) NAHR (10) M, inter (10)
1618 3.7 BAC CR Paired LCRs (10) NAHR (10) P, inter (10)
1632 3.7 BAC CR Paired LCRs (10) NAHR (10) M, inter (10)
1671 3.7 BAC CR Paired LCRs (10) NAHR (10) M, intra (10)
1786 3.7 BAC CR Paired LCRs (10) NAHR (10) P, intra (10)
1789 3.7 BAC CR Paired LCRs (10) NAHR (10) P, intra (10)
1838 3.7 BAC CR Paired LCRs (10) NAHR (10) P, intra (10)
1861 7.7 BAC, Oligo SNR One LCR (10,13) NHEJ/RMs (13) M, intra (10)
1913 3.7 BAC CR Paired LCRs (10) NAHR (10) P, intra (10)
2153 3.7 BAC, Oligo CR Paired LCRs (10,13) NAHR (13) P, inter (10)
2167 3.7 BAC CR Paired LCRs (10) NAHR (10) P (10)
2211 8.7 BAC, Oligo CNR One LCR (10,13) RMs (13) M, intra (10)
2306 3.7 BAC CR Paired LCRs (10) NAHR (10) M, inter (10)
2337 5.9 BAC, Oligo CNR NA (10,13) RMs (13) M, intra (10)
2440 4.9 BAC, Oligo SNR One LCR (10,13) NHEJ/RMs (13) P, inter (10)
2488 7.5 BAC, Oligo SNR One LCR (10,13) NHEJ/RMs (13) M, intra (10)
2543 1.5 BAC, Oligo SNR One LCR (10,13) NHEJ/RMs (13) M, inter (10)
2555 3.7 BAC CR Paired LCRs (10) NAHR (10) M, inter (10)
2571 3.7 BAC CR Paired LCRs (10) NAHR (10) P, inter (10)
2578 3.7 Oligo CR Paired LCRs (17) NAHR (17) P, inter TS
2581 3.7 Oligo CR Paired LCRs (17) NAHR (17) P, inter TS
2592 3.7 Oligo CR Paired LCRs (17) NAHR (17) M, inter TS
2597 3.7 Oligo CR Paired LCRs (17) NAHR (17) Inter TS
2634 3.7 Oligo CR Paired LCRs (17) NAHR (17) Inter TS
2659 3.7 Oligo CR Paired LCRs (18) NAHR (18) M, inter (18)
2660 3.7 Oligo CR Paired LCRs (18) NAHR (18) P, inter (18)
2661 11.1 Oligo SNR Microhomology AT (13) NHEJ/RMs (13) M, intra (18)
2671 3.7 Oligo CR Paired LCRs (17) NAHR (17) Inter TS
2692 3.7 Oligo CR Paired LCRs (17) NAHR (17) Inter TS
2695 4.4 Oligo, Omni-1 CNR Two AluYs, one LCR (13), TS RMs (13) P, inter TS
2708 3.7 Oligo CR Paired LCRs (17) NAHR (17) M, inter TS
2711 11.3 Oligo, Omni-1 CNR One LCR (13), TS RMs (13) M, intra TS
2724 3.7 Oligo CR Paired LCRs (17) NAHR (17) P, intra TS
2728 3.7 Oligo CR Paired LCRs (17) NAHR (17) M, inter TS
2745 3.7 Oligo CR Paired LCRs (17) NAHR (17) M, intra TS
2748 3.7 Oligo CR Paired LCRs (17) NAHR (17) Inter TS
2758 3.7 Oligo CR Paired LCRs (17) NAHR (17) P, inter TS
2767 3.7 Oligo CR Paired LCRs (17) NAHR (17) P, inter TS
2808 5.0 Oligo UR1 Paired LCRs (17) NAHR (17) P, inter TS
2946 2.8 Oligo CNR Two LCRs (17) RMs (17) M, intra (35)
2948 3.7 Oligo CR Paired LCRs (17) NAHR (17) P, inter TS
2953 3.7 Oligo CR Paired LCRs (17) NAHR (17) Inter TS
2956 3.7 Oligo CR Paired LCRs (17) NAHR (17) M, inter TS
2959 5.0 Oligo UR1 Paired LCRs (17) NAHR (17) M, inter TS
2962 3.7 Oligo CR Paired LCRs (17) NAHR (17) M, inter TS
2965 2.5 Oligo, Omni-1 CNR Four LCRs (17), TS RMs (17) P, inter TS
2995 3.7 Oligo CR Paired LCRs (17) NAHR (17) M, inter TS
2998 3.7 Oligo CR Paired LCRs (17) NAHR (17) M, intra TS
3028 3.7 Oligo CR Paired LCRs TS NAHR TS M, inter TS
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were also investigated using high-resolution single nucleotide
polymorphism (SNP) microarrays (see Methods and Supple-
mentary Material, Fig. S1).

The 46 recurrent duplications can be further divided into 43
common recurrent (CR) duplications (16), two uncommon re-
current type I (UR1) duplications (17) and one uncommon re-
current type II (UR2) duplication (19), all of which were
mediated by NAHR between various low-copy repeats
(LCRs, also known as segmental duplications) in 17p
(Fig. 1) (8,20). The 16 nonrecurrent PTLS duplications were
of variable sizes and genomic locations, but can be categorized
based on structural complexity into six simple nonrecurrent
(SNR) duplications and ten complex nonrecurrent (CNR)
duplications (Fig. 1). Both NHEJ and RMs have been pro-
posed to cause SNR duplications, whereas RMs have been
proposed to play a prominent role in mediating CNR rearran-
gements (1,11,21).

PTLS duplication origins

PTLS duplications from 27 subjects (2578, 2581, 2592, 2597,
2634, 2672, 2692, 2695, 2708, 2711, 2724, 2728, 2745, 2748,
2758, 2767, 2808, 2948, 2953, 2956, 2959, 2962, 2965, 2995,
2998, 3028 and 3142) are newly investigated for duplication
origins using short tandem repeat (STR) genotyping analysis
(Supplementary Material, Table S1). The copy number status
of the seven STR markers (Fig. 1; Supplementary Material,
Table S2) was confirmed in these PTLS subjects before infer-
ring their duplication origins using STR genotypes in each
core family; that is trios of subject plus biological parents.
Interchromosomal rearrangements were identified in 23
PTLS duplications and intrachromosomal rearrangements
were found in the four remaining duplications (Fig. 2; Supple-
mentary Material, Table S1). Furthermore, paternal and mater-
nal origins were determined in nine and eleven PTLS
duplications respectively, whereas the remaining seven dupli-
cations lack sufficient information to infer parental origin
(Fig. 2; Supplementary Material, Table S1).

In the entire dataset of 62 PTLS duplications, 26 were pater-
nal in origin and 29 were maternal in origin (Table 1). The
remaining seven duplications were not informative. No evi-
dence was found for a predominant paternal origin. These
62 independent PTLS associated duplication events revealed
a distribution of chromosomal rearrangement patterns: 38
interchromosomal rearrangements, 21 intrachromosomal rear-
rangements and three with uninformative patterns (Table 1).

Biased distribution of interchromosomal versus
intrachromosomal origins with different duplication
mechanisms

Interestingly, a high frequency (75.6%) of interchromosomal
duplications was found in NAHR-mediated PTLS duplications
(34 interchromosomal and 11 intrachromosomal duplications;
uninformative for one NAHR-mediated duplication) (Table 1).
However, only 33.3% (two of six) of the PTLS duplications
mediated by NHEJ and/or RMs and 25.0% (two out of eight in-
formative duplications) of the complex duplications mediated
by RMs were interchromosomal (Table 1). This biased distribu-
tion of interchromosomal versus intrachromosomal PTLS dupli-
cations between various mutational mechanisms is significant
(Table 2).

In this study, a potential correlation was also examined
between parental origins and mutational mechanisms, and
between parental origins and rearrangement patterns (inter-
chromosomal versus intrachromosomal). More duplications
were found to be mediated by NHEJ or RMs in the group of
maternal origin (11 of 29) than those in paternal origins (5
of 26) (Supplementary Material, Table S3). However, no sig-
nificantly biased distribution was identified.

DISCUSSION

NAHR events are found to be frequent in meiosis, although
NAHR can also occur in mitosis (22,23). NAHR can
mediate recurrent PTLS duplications (16,17,19), the majority
(75.6%) of which were found to originate from interchromoso-
mal rearrangements in this study (Table 2). This observation is
consistent with the molecular evidence for how NAHR or
ectopic recombination appears to occur. In meiosis, NAHR
occurs via the alignment of paralogous genomic segments
and the subsequent ectopic crossover (8). These alignments
can take place between LCRs on the same chromatid (intra-
chromatid), from sister chromatids (interchromatid) and from
homologous chromosomes (interchromosomal). Interestingly,
homologous chromosomes undergo synapsis during meta-
phase, which can facilitate interchromosomal crossing over.
Additional consistent findings were obtained from four
NAHR hotspots (CMT1A-REP, AZFa HERV, WBS LCR
and LCR17p) that were previously investigated using pooled
sperm assays and were shown to be meiosis-specific (24). In
that study, the rate of interchromosomal CMT1A duplications
is estimated to be 50-fold higher than the rate of interchroma-
tid events (i.e. the only intrachromosomal pattern that can

Table 1. Continued

Subject Size
(Mb)a

CGH/SNP array Type Breakpoint Reference Mechanism Reference P/M, inter/
intra

Reference

3142 2.1 Oligo UR2 Paired LCRs (19) NAHR (19) Inter TS

BAC, bacterial artificial chromosome; CGH, comparative genomic hybridization; CNR, complex nonrecurrent duplication; CR, common recurrent duplication;
inter, interchromosomal rearrangement; intra, intrachromosomal rearrangement; LCR, low-copy repeat; M, maternal origin; NA, not available; NAHR, non-allelic
homologous recombination; NHEJ, non-homologous end-joining; oligo, oligonucleotide; P, paternal origin; RMs, replicative mechanisms; SNR, simple
nonrecurrent duplication; TS, this study; UR1, uncommon recurrent type I duplication; UR2, uncommon recurrent type II duplication.
aFor complex nonrecurrent duplications, the sizes of continuous RAI1 gene duplications were given.
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Figure 2. STR genotyping revealed duplication origins in 27 newly investigated families (F1–F27). Seven STR markers were listed in order from distal (top) to proximal positions (bottom) of human
chromosome 17p. The duplicated alleles in patients and their origins in parental alleles were shadowed. The mother in F6 was a carrier of mosaic PTLS duplication.
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result in duplications) (24). Preliminary estimates for the WBS
locus also suggest that interchromatid NAHR is much less fre-
quent than the interchromosomal event (24). These findings
are consistent with ectopic synapsis more readily occurring
between homologous chromosomes and thereby setting the
stage for ectopic crossovers to occur (19).

NHEJ and RMs occur in both meiosis and mitosis; however,
homologous chromosomes are paired in meiosis but not in
mitosis. Therefore, interchromosomal rearrangements may
not be as topologically favored as the intrachromosomal
ones, at least during mitosis.

In eukaryotic cells, NHEJ is routinely utilized by human
cells to repair DNA double strand breaks (DSBs), such as
those caused by ionizing radiation, reactive oxygen species
and physiological V(D)J recombination (11). The four steps
of NHEJ include the detection of DSB, the molecular bridging,
the modification of the broken DNA ends and the final ligation
step (25). In meiosis, NHEJ can mediate both intrachromoso-
mal and interchromosomal events. However, in mitosis,
the probability of homologous chromosomes becoming phys-
ically associated in the three-dimensional space is very
small, which potentially restricts interchromosomal rearrange-
ments. According to our observations in NHEJ-mediated
PTLS duplications, intrachromosomal duplications were gen-
erated at a higher rate than interchromosomal duplications
(Table 2). This phenomenon is consistent with the findings
in PLP1 duplications, for which it was proposed that a
single DSB occurred in one strand, then one of the broken
ends invaded and copied from the sister chromatid and
caused duplication by rejoining the ends via NHEJ (26,27).

RMs have been found to be involved in generating complex
CNVs (21). In our previous study, a DNA replication-based
mechanism of fork stalling and template switching (FoSTeS)
was proposed to explain human complex CNVs (12). Accord-
ing to the FoSTeS model, during DNA replication, the replica-
tion fork stalls at one position, then the lagging strand
disengages from the original template, switches to another
fork in physical proximity by the virtue of microhomology
and restarts the DNA synthesis. Therefore, intrachromosomal
rearrangements occurring between genomic regions that are
topologically constrained may be in three-dimensional
spatial proximity and potentially occur more frequently than
interchromosomal rearrangements (28). According to our
results of complex PTLS duplications mediated by RMs, intra-
chromosomal duplications are generated at a higher rate than
interchromosomal ones, which showed a similar propensity
to that which we observed in NHEJ (Table 2).

Additionally, no parental origin bias was identified for
PTLS duplications, even after dividing PTLS duplications

into subgroups based on the mutational mechanisms or re-
arrangement patterns (Supplementary Material, Tables S3
and S4). Biased paternal origins of CNV mutations have
been observed for some specific disease-associated loci in
the human genome (29,30), which was previously hypothe-
sized to result from the more DNA replication cycles in
spermatogenesis than in oogenesis (6,7). However, no biased
distribution was observed for PTLS duplications in this
study (Supplementary Material, Table S3). Interestingly, a
bias of maternal origin was observed for the deletion of
CNVs associated with the Duchenne muscular dystrophy
(DMD) gene (31), a locus at which RMs have been implicated
in CNV instability (32,33). Therefore, variable contributions
of paternal versus maternal origins were identified across dif-
ferent CNV loci. We hypothesize that additional factors other
than excess DNA replication events in sperm production may
play roles in such phenomena. Since most of the replicative
errors involved in CNV formation are induced by DNA
strand breaks (21), the load of DNA damage may be another
factor affecting the incidence of CNV mutations mediated
by RMs. Considering the fact that meiosis is arrested after
diplotene of prophase I for decades during human oogenesis
(34), it is plausible that DNA DSBs accumulating in oocytes
during such a long arrest period could be potentially transmit-
ted to zygotes and induce CNV formation via break-induced
replication mechanisms in zygotes.

In summary, our study showed that the NAHR mechanism
favors interchromosomal PTLS duplications, whereas RMs
and NHEJ were prone to mediate intrachromosomal PTLS
duplications. Since NAHR is frequent (but not specific) in
meiosis, the pairing between homologous chromosomes
during synapsis provides one potential explanation for the
bias towards interchromosomal rearrangements. On the
other hand, the probability of successful repair of DSBs via
NHEJ or break-induced replication will be increased if the
interacting genomic regions are in spacial proximity, i.e.
intrachromosomal rearrangements within the same chromo-
some. The correlation between mutational mechanisms and
duplication patterns suggests that different spacial proximity
for chromosome homologs could influence CNV formation
via different mutational mechanisms. This contention may
also explain the reasons for inconsistent interchromosomal
versus intrachromosomal ratios across different CNV loci
in the human genome. Notably, our findings are based on
the observations at the PTLS locus. We anticipate that
further studies on the possible relationship between CNV
origins and mutational mechanisms at additional loci can
further our understanding of CNV formation in the human
genome.

Table 2. Biased distribution of inter-/intra-chromosomal rearrangements in PTLS duplications with different mutational mechanisms

Mechanism Inter Intra Mechanism Inter Intra Mechanism Inter Intra

NAHR 34 11 NAHR 34 11 NAHR 34 11
NHEJ 2 4 RMs 2 6 NHEJ+RMs 4 10
P ¼ 0.054a P ¼ 0.0096a P ¼ 0.0029a

aFisher’s exact test, two-sided.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Subjects

A total of 27 core families (subject and biological parents)
associated with PTLS were newly investigated for duplication
origins (Supplementary Material, Table S1). Our previously
published data of PTLS duplication types, mutational mechan-
isms, duplication origins were also summarized for re-analyses
in this study (10,13,17–19,35). Blood samples from the PTLS
subjects and their parents were obtained with informed
consent approved by the Institutional Review Board for
Human Subject Research at Baylor College of Medicine.
The experiments conducted in Shanghai, China, were also
approved by the Institutional Review Board at School of
Life Sciences in Fudan University.

CGH microarray analysis

We designed high-density oligonucleotide-based CGH micro-
arrays to finely examine the location, size, genomic content
and breakpoint interval of 43 PTLS-associated duplications
in this study and our previous ones (Table 1) (13,17–19).
These microarrays are based on the Agilent 4 × 44 K format.
Approximately 44 000 oligonucleotide probes were used to in-
terrogate the entire 17p with a genome resolution of �500 bp.
Probes having similar sequences in other genomic loci had been
filtered out, and only unique probes were employed. After di-
gestion with AluI and RsaI, the test DNAs were labeled with
Cy5-dCTP and the control DNA was labeled with Cy3-dCTP
using the BioPrime Array CGH genomic labeling kit (Invitro-
gen Corporation, Carlsbad, CA, USA). Purification of labeling
products, array hybridization, washing, scanning and data ana-
lysis were conducted by following the Agilent oligonucleotide
CGH protocol (version 5.0).

A total of 31 PTLS duplications were previously assayed
using a custom human 17p CGH microarray (Table 1) (10),
which was developed with 83 human BAC clones tiling an
11 Mb region from clone RP11-462C21 in 17p13.1 to clone
RP11-1109M24 in 17p11.1. We found 12 nonrecurrent PTLS
duplications and repeatedly assayed them using high-density
oligonucleotide CGH microarrays for fine mapping. Common
and recurrent PTLS duplications were identified in the remain-
ing 19 subjects; therefore, they were not further investigated on
oligonucleotide CGH microarrays.

SNP microarray analysis

Four PTLS duplications (subjects 1229, 2695, 2711 and 2965)
identified by high-density CGH microarrays were repeatedly
analyzed using the Human Omni-1 Quad BeadChip (Illumina,
USA). DNA sample processing and genotyping were performed
by following the Infinium HD assay super manual protocol
(Illumina). In brief, genomic DNA was amplified, fragmented
and labeled prior to hybridization to the genotyping chip. The
resulting microarray was imaged with the iScan reader (Illu-
mina). After allele detection and genotype calling were per-
formed with Genome Studio software (Illumina), B allele
frequencies and logR ratios were obtained. The CNV Partition
algorithm was run as a plug-in within the Genome Studio

browser to obtain the CNV values. The detailed information
of microarray data analysis was previously described (36).

Short tandem repeat analysis

Seven STR markers in the 3.7 Mb common PTLS duplication
interval and its flanking regions were chosen for the duplica-
tion origin study (Fig. 1). The primer information is provided
in Supplementary Material, Table S2. FAMTM (Blue) fluores-
cent dye was used to label the 5′ end of the forward primers.
PCR amplifications were conducted with TaKaRa Hot start
Taq polymerase. A 10 ml PCR reaction was performed with
0.1 ml of TaKaRa Hot start Taq polymerase with 1 ml of
10 × PCR buffer, 1.2 ml of dNTPs, 2 pmol of each primer
and 10 ng DNA template. The PCR conditions were as
follows: 958C for 1 min, 30 cycles at 958C for 30 s, 618C
for 30 s and 728C for 30 s, followed by 728C for 10 min.
The PCR products were analyzed by capillary electrophoresis
using an ABI 3130 genetic analyzer, and the STR alleles in
each sample were genotyped using GeneMapper V3.2 soft-
ware (Applied Biosystems, USA).

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

Supplementary Material is available at HMG online.
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